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Bridge Load Rating
Class 101
I. Introductions
II. Load Rating Basics
III. General Equations
IV. Load Rating Procedure
V. Incorporating Member Distress
VI. Posting, SHV’s and Permitting
VII. Load Rating Example #1
  • Simple Span Non-composite Steel
Workshop Agenda

VIII. Load Rating Example #2
  - Simple Span Nail Laminated Timber Deck (without distress)

IX. Class Exercise
  - Simple Span Nail Laminated Timber Deck (with distress)

X. Review of worked out examples

XI. Submittal to MN/DOT and Review of Process

XII. Common mistakes and questions
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Course Goal

• The class was born from legislation, dubbed the “Timber Haulers Bill”, which allows special permits with appropriate fees for increased vehicle loading.

• This class is financed with money from the Timber Haulers Bill, and was developed due to an overall general interest of the Minnesota County Engineer in load rating and posting.
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Course Goal

• This class was created with input from other Minnesota County Engineers and Mn/DOT Bridge Rating Engineers to give us:
  
  ▪ A basic understanding of local bridge rating and posting.

  ▪ Provide information on the use of load rating equations, and load rating procedures.

  ▪ Provide informational handouts with rating and posting examples for various types of bridges.
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Course Goal

- Provide information on special hauling vehicles, posting rules and overweight permits.

- Provide information on bridge load rating forms, culvert rating sheets, and other Mn/DOT related materials.

- Note, this class is not intended, however, to make all class participants proficient at rating bridges.